Community Alert – ****UPDATE****

Date: May 25, 2006

Contact: Lieutenant Mike Hamel (949) 724-7163

A composite sketch has been completed depicting the driver who assaulted the two 15 year-old victims near San Marino and Alton on May 18 (DR #06-7205). This sketch is attached to this News Release.

This suspect was described as possibly Middle Eastern, approximately 18 years old, approximately 6’ tall with a slim, muscular build, thick brown wavy hair and wearing a white T-shirt.

A similar incident occurred at Charnock and Yale on the same date an hour prior (DR #06-7378). It is unknown if these two incidents are related, but we are not ruling out this possibility.

Neither victim was injured in either of these incidents. We are not aware of any additional similar occurrences.

This is an ongoing investigation. Anyone with additional information that may assist in this investigation should call (949) 724-7179. Any member of the media interested in obtaining an electronic .jpg image of this composite should call (949) 724-7000.
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[Handwritten notes:
M. Ross Persian 17-18 yrs
6'5" slim/muscular build
med brown curly "afro"]